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I
HISTORY OF YEMEN
This was the Arabia Felix ("happy land") of the classical geographers, a region, its inhabitants boasted,
"the very dust of which was gold,
and
whose men were the healthiest,
and
whose women gave birth without pain."
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Yemen Origins

Yemenies were not really Arabs in the sense that they are descendants of Ismael. They are Semites
but not the children of Abraham. They descent from Jokthan another son of Shem.Sheba (Saba) was
descended from Joktan (Qahtan). Adnan descended from Ismail (one of the twelve sons of Ismail, the
son of Abraham) became the father of all the Arabs, . Adnan sired Maad, who had a son called Nizar,
both of whose names have been found in the archaeological record as large tribes of central Arabia.
Kahtan (Qahtan), is believed to be a reference to the Biblical Joktan, great great grandson of Shem,
the son of Noah.

(Minaean) rock paintings near Uqd dating back to the Bronze Age, in the third and second millennia BCE.
Photo: Ulrich Middendorp
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Marib ( Mahram Bilqis): Remains of the Temple and the Palace of Bilquis

Bilqis Throne-Marib-Yemen: Al-Amadi, Bilqis Throne or Bar’an Temple is a Sabaean Temple devoted to the Almaqah, the
Moon God.The temple was supposedly built in the 10th Century BC at the time of Balqis, the Queen of Sheba.It had six
columns 12 m in length (now there are only five columns, the sixth being broken).

The history of Yemen can be traced back well into the first millennium BC with the trade routes
associated with the frank incense trade and the spice route and silk routes.. In those days it was a
land route trade which later expanded to sea route connecting continents.
"8and when they had opened their treasures, they presented unto him gifts; gold, and frankincense
and myrrh"
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Frankincense (Olibanum, Luban)

Frankincense trees grow to about 20ft. in height. On the right is a tree found in the Socotra Island
strongly rooted and vertical on a cliff. The trees require an arid climate where moisture is provided by
morning mist. The few ideal environments in the world for this small prized tree are found in Southern
Arabia (Oman and Yemen), India, and Northern Africa (Somalia, Ethiopia, Eritrea and Kenya). Further,
frankincense trees require a limestone-rich soil and are mostly found growing on rocky hillsides and
cliffs, or in the dried riverbeds below.
Frankincense, (also called Olibanum, Levonah, Luban and Khunk,) is an aromatic, congealed,
resinous sap from the trees in the genus Boswellia of the family Burseraceae. Most of the trees in
the Boswellia genus are aromatic, and many of them produce a scented resinous sap and are tapped
by cutting the bark and allowing the sap to ooze out and harden for a week. It is then collected by
cutting it out.
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THE KINGDOM OF SABA

The Kingdom of Saba, was the center and heart of ancient Yemen, the greatest and most important
political unit of that era that existed 14 centuries, from 10th century BC. The capital of the kingdom
was Marib, the most famous ancient city of Yemen. The city had a strategically important position on
the edge of the great desert and controlled the frankincense route which ran from the Indian Ocean
through Arabia to the Mediterranean. Frankincense and myrrh were one of the most desirable and the
most expensive of incense materials in the Middle East and the Mediterranean lands. The substance
with its heavy perfume was used in temples, on ritual occasions, at mummification ceremonies, public
festivals as well as for medicinal purposes. Such trade was possible with the domestication of the
camels in the last centuries of the second millennium BC, which were then used for long journeys.
5
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The Kingdom of Saba is mentioned also in Old Testament. The story describes the visit of the
famous and wise Queen of Sheba from this part of the world to the King Salomon in Jerusalem. Her
Kingdom extended from Yemen and across the Red sea to Ethiopia. Queen of Sheba came to
Jerusalem "with a very great retinue, with camels bearing spices, and very much gold, and precious
stones" (I Kings 10:2). "Never again came such an abundance of spices" (10:10; II Chron. 9:1–9) as
those which she gave to Solomon. She came "to prove him with hard questions", all of which Solomon
answered to her satisfaction. They exchanged gifts, after which she returned to her land. She was with
the child of Solomon to whom she bestowed Ethiopia. Haile Selassie claim to be the descendants of
Menelik the son of Solomon.
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Up until the fifth century BC Saba remained the most important state of the region. Soon after
however several cotenters arose and proclaimed their independence and established their own states.
They include Ma’in, Qhataban and Hadramawt. Ma’in arose in the Al Jawf walley and had a religious
centre in Yathul (Barakesh) and succeeded in gaining control of the frankincense trade route. The
merchants traveled from the capital of Ma’in, Qarnawu, to the international markets in Syria, Palestine,
Egypt and even further. In the 5th century BC Qataban became independent, after it was extending its
influence and in the 3rd and 2nd century BC reached the peak of its power. They developed efficient
irrigation systems in the walleyes, as well as dams and made considerable profit out of their situation
on the trade route.
The Great Dam of Ma'rib was central to the agriculture of the country and certainly dates back to about
the 8th century BCE. The medieval Arab geographer Yāqūt al-Ḥamawī describes it thus:
‘It is between three mountains, and the flood waters all flow to the one location, and because of that
the water only discharges in one direction; and the ancients blocked that place with hard rocks and
lead. The water from springs gathers there as well as floodwater, collecting behind the dam like a sea.
Whenever they wanted to they could irrigate their crops from it, by just letting out however much water
they needed from sluice gates; once they had used enough they would close the gates again as they
pleased.”
7
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City of Marib today

remnants of the original dam

The date of the first construction of the Dam at Ma’rib goes back to somewhere between 1750 and
1700 BCE. The earliest inscription on the dam is one placed there at the time of its construction or
repair of parts of the dam undertaken by Yithˁamar bin Samˁalī Yanūf, and the period of his reign is
uncertain. The following repair was in the time of Yada 'Il Bayyin who reigned in 780-750 BCE.
Renovations were then carried out by Dhamāḥ ‘Alī Dharāḥ, who reigned in 730-720 BCE. Then
8
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Karab’il Bayyin, son of Yathˁimar, who reigned from 720-710 BCE. All of these repairs were slight ones,
essential maintenance, such as removing dirt, or opening water courses, or stopping up gaps.
The Makrib Ali Yanouf Bin Dhamar Ali(c. 790 BCE) had his name carved into parts of the dam to mark
the completion and repair of the dam.
The dam was of packed earth, triangular in cross section, 580 m in length and 4 meters high. It ran
between two groups of rocks on either side of the river and was linked to the rock with substantial
stonework. The dam's position allowed for a spillway and sluices between the northern end of the dam
and the cliffs to the west. Around 500 BCE the dam height was increased to 7 meters, the
upstream slope (the water face) was reinforced with a cover of stones, and irrigation was extended to
include the southern side as well as the northern side.
After the end of the Kingdom of Saba', the dam fell under the control of the Ḥimyarites in around 115
BCE. They undertook a further reconstruction, creating a structure 14 meters high with extensive water
works at both the northern and southern ends - with five spillway channels, two masonry-reinforced
sluices, a settling pond, and a 1000 meter canal to a distribution tank. These extensive works were not
actually finalized until 325 AD and allowed the irrigation of 25,000 acres (100 km²).
The final breach of the dam had been predicted by a king called ‘Imrān who was also a soothsayer,
and later by the wife of the king of the area. In legend the breach was caused by large rats gnawing at
it with their teeth and scratching it with their nails. In 570 or 575, the dam was again overtopped, and
this time left unrepaired. The breaching and destruction of the Dam of Ma’rib was a historical event,
and was alluded to in the Quran:

The temple of the moon in Marib
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The remains of the mosque in Baraquish

The Ptolemies, who ruled Egypt at this time gradually acquired the necessary knowledge for sea travel
in the Red Sea and discovered the secrets of the monsoon winds in the Indian Ocean. The navigation
was then possible along the coasts of Yemen without their help, so the trade gradually moved to the
cheaper sea route and land trade declined. The caravan cities gradually started to loose their wealth,
and the Bedouin along the route became restless and they began to attack the caravan cities as they
had lost the support of the towns.
The height of ancient Yemeni power and wealth came between the 8th c. BCE and 275 CE, when a
number of small kingdoms coexisted within the country's modern borders. These included the
following: the western Kingdom of Saba, the southeastern Hadramaut Kingdom, the city-state of
Awsan, the central trading hub of Qataban, the southwestern Kingdom of Himyar, and the
northwestern Kingdom of Ma'in. All of these kingdoms grew prosperous selling spices and incense all
around the Mediterranean, to Abyssinia, and as far away as India.
Ancient Yemen was located in the southern part of Arabia and while it was under the Sabaean rule it
had become a powerful state that controlled a lucrative spice trade. The Sabaeans were a tribal people
who developed the spice trade for thousands of years. They had taken the spice routes from the
Minean tribes and once they had control over the region of ancient Saudi Arabia they tried to create a
centralized state. Since ancient Yemen and the spice routes were located through a vast desert it was
impossible for them to effectively set up a stabilized society. Without a viable water source for use it
would have been too hard for them to create a settled society with a powerful government. The
Sabaeans had to create a series of independent fortresses that were connected to towns or villages.
These fortresses were primarily located all along the spice routes in the desert where oasis were
found.
A Roman governor of Egypt named Aelius Gallus dared to take an army along the frankincense route
in 25, 24 BC. The army was defeated by Barakesh
Taiz
Taiz is a city in the Yemeni Highlands, near the famous Mocha port on the Red Sea, lying at an
elevation of about 1,400 meters above sea level and Sabir Mountain rises the 3,006 metres above the
city. It is the capital of Taiz Governorate. With a population of over 600,000 in 2005, it is the third
10
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largest city in Yemen after the capital Sana'a and the southern port of Aden.

The Taiz Cairo Fortress on the Mountain top

Al-Qahyra (Cairo) Castle's Garden in Ta'izz, the capital of Yemen during the Rasulid's era
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II
THOMAS CHRISTIANITY IN YEMEN
AND
NAJRAN MASSACRE
According to Church Tradition, the holy Apostle Thomas founded Christian churches in Palestine,
Mesopotamia, Parthia, Ethiopia and India. Actually Yemen was considered part of Ethiopia since both
were ruled by Queen Sheba and her dynasty. Axum and Yemen were deeply involved in the trade
network between India and the Mediterranean. Recent archaeological discoveries in Mareb, Yemen
support the view that Sheba ruled from Mareb. The tradition asserts that Ethiopia was given by Sheba
to her son from solomon. Haile Selassie is considered as the 406th descendant of this dynasty.
Thomas did establish a church in Yemen. Until the islamic take over, Yemen was indeed a Christian
country. I worked in the San'a (Yemen) University and I am told that even today the heroes of local
stories are still Christian – a legacy carried on from the early centuries. Mother Teresa was well
received by the people and the state. I had the privilege of being the first moderator of the Christian
Church which started essentially for the expatriate community in San'a. The Islamic community of
Yemen has recently officially invited the Christian brethren to return and start open worship in that
country. It is all a legacy of understanding that the Thomasian Churches left behind. Thus Yemen
probably was the first point of the second missionary journey of Thomas around 40 AD. This time
Thomas took the sea route – the Spice Route.
The exact route of Thomas is not clear. We know that on the way to India, Thomas actually established
churches in the Yemen. This church was destroyed under the on rush of Islam around 600 AD. It is
likely that they went directly to Taxashilla (Taxila) the capital of King Gondaphores. In that case it is
sometime in 40s. This is supported by the current understanding of the date of the Kingdom of
Gondaphorus which came to an end in AD 50. In that case he was in the region for nearly 10 to 12
years.
The Kingdom of Himyar : Conversion of Yemen to Judaism
The second era in the pre-Islamic history of Yemen begins at the time that new kingdom, Himyar, rose
in the western highlands. The state became the main power in the entire region and started to
compete with foreign trading nations along the new sea route. The capital of the state was Zafar and
gradually new cities arose in the mountains. A big part of eastern population (Sabeans) moved to the
west and here they started to build irrigation systems again, but the land here was much more fertile as
received a lot of rains. Many small dynasties appeared at that time which began to compete with one
another for power.
Himyar actually existed from the end of the 2nd century BC, but didn’t become the powerful state until
1st century AD when the land route started to decline. By the first century AD the land of Ethiopia and
Yemen were Christian known as Homerites.
But by the end of the 3rd century AD Himyar, as the sea power and the wealthiest state, conquered
Marib, the capital of Saba and Hadramawt. Zafar became metropolis of the whole of South Arabia. In
12
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the early 5th century the kingdom reached also Yathrib ( Medina) from where the Jewish faith was
brought to Yemen.

Ibn Ishaq (Sira:19-22) attributes the first conversion to Du (Nawas) Nuwas, who after converting to Judaism changed his
first name from Zur’a to Joseph.

Himyarite coin from 1st century BCE.

By AD 425 they controlled the entire Yemen and adjacent areas. They unleashed persecution against
the Christian population in Yemen. The record survived over many centuries in Arabic historical
writings, as well as in Greek and Syriac accounts of martyred Christians,Eventually the entire nation
was converted to Judaism and it became the State religion. Yatha Amar Bayin I was the first ruler of
Himyarite Dynasty in Yemen and the last Himyarite ruler was Zamir Ali Yunuf.
After the Himyarites managed to take over most of the different fortifications they established a
centralized state in Yemen that would dominate the spice trade in Arabia. They established their
capital in the ancient city of Zafar which was located in the southern part of Yemen. This particular
area was located near the Red sea. The Himyarite kingdom had a monopoly on the spice trade. The
spices they produced were used for nutritional, medical and religious purposes. The Himyarite
kingdom ruled Yemen from 100 B.C. to A.D. 500.

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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“No one can look at the kingdom of Jewish Arabia without reference to the Ethiopians at Axum in East
Africa, the Byzantines in Constantinople, the Jews in Jerusalem, the Sasanian Persians in
Mesopotamia, or the Arab sheikhs who controlled the great tribes of the desert. Soon after 523, all
these powerful interests had to confront a savage program that Joseph, the Jewish king of the Arabs,
launched against the Christians in the city of Najran. Joseph himself reported in excruciating detail to
his Arab and Persian allies on the massacres he had inflicted on all Christians who refused to convert
to Judaism. News of his infamous actions rapidly spread across the Middle East. A Christian who
happened to be present at a meeting of an Arab sheikh at which Joseph had boasted of the
persecution was horrified and immediately sent out letters to inform Christian communities elsewhere.
When word of the pogrom reached Axum in Ethiopia, the king there—Negus, as he was
called—seized the opportunity to rally his troops and cross the Red Sea in aid of the Arabian
Christians.....” The Rise and Fall of a Jewish Kingdom in Arabia
By Glen W. Bowersock.
https://www.ias.edu/about/publications/ias-letter/articles/2011-fall/jewish-arabia-bowersock.

Late Antique Southwest Arabia,
map based on I. Gadja, Le royaume de Himyar à l’époque monothéiste (Paris, 2009), p. 139.
(Courtesy of Oxford University Press)
(Najran is now in Saudi Arabia but at that time it was in Yemen0

“Symeon of Beth Arsham, was a priest and the leader of one of the Christian communities in the
Persian Empire. He was also an avid traveler and a tireless advocate for the rights of his co-religionists,
followers of the Monophysite branch of the Christian Church. Symeon, in short, was a diplomat,
troubleshooter, and propagandist—a sixth-century version of the roaming political activist of today.
In 524 C.E., Symeon’s wanderings brought him to a high-level political conference in the North Arabian
desert. Then as now, the Arabian Peninsula was a fertile territory for superpower rivalry and sectarian
14
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strife. The summit of 524 brought together representatives from all the forces with an interest in the
region: ambassadors from the Byzantine and Sassanian (Persian) empires, their Arab clients—the
sheikhs of the great Jafnid and Nasrid clans—and delegates from different branches of the Christian
Church. Negotiations were proceeding smoothly when an unexpected visitor arrived. He was an envoy
from Himyar, and he had come to announce that there was a new king named Yusuf (or Joseph) on
the throne.
In his letter, Symeon recounts the envoy’s story in detail. After overthrowing his predecessor, Yusuf
ordered all the Christians in his kingdom to convert to Judaism and killed those who refused. He also
attacked the neighboring community of Najran and massacred its Christians after violating an offer of
safe conduct. The envoy acted as a mouthpiece for Yusuf, announcing his hostile intentions and
boasting of the many men and women he had executed by fire and beheading. In Symeon’s no doubt
embellished retelling, the envoy’s testimony also includes moving speeches by the king’s victims, in
which they extol Christ and praise martyrdom before heading off to slaughter.
Symeon’s letter sounded the alarm among the Monophysites of the Near East and called their
supporters in the wider Christian world to action, setting in motion the chain of events that would cause
Himyar’s downfall. Yet Symeon’s narrative has also proven to be an enduring puzzle for historians
over the centuries. With little independent evidence to corroborate it, it seemed hard to believe that
Symeon’s story was true. Was there really a Jewish king in Yemen? Where had he come from? And
why would he order the persecution of so many Christians, especially when it would cost him his rule?”
By Jacob Mikanowski.
http://tabletmag.com/jewish-arts-and-culture/books/140366/himyar-yemen-al-qaida.
“Some sources say that Dus Dhu Tha'laban from the Saba tribe was the only man able to escape the
massacre of Najran, who fled to Constantinople to seek help and promptly reported everything. This
brought about the wrath of emperor of Byzantium, Justin I who, as protector of Christianity encouraged
his ally, the Abyssinian king Ella-Asbeha of Aksum, to invade the country, kill Dhu-Nuwas, and annex
Himyar in 525.” Wikipedia
“The bishops of Najran, who were probably Nestorians, came to the great fairs of Mina and Ukaz, and
preached Christianity, each seated on a camel as in a pulpit. The Church of Najran was called the
Ka'bat Najran. (Note that several other shrines in Arabia were also called Ka'aba meaning square like
building). The Ka'aba Najran at Jabal Taslal drew worshippers for some 40 years during the
pre-Islamic era. The Arabian sources single out Khath'am, as a Christian tribe which used to perform
the pilgrimage to the Christian Ka'aba of Najran. When Najran was occupied by Dhu Nuwas, the
Ka'aba Najran was burned together with the bones of its martyrs and some 2,000 live Christians within
it.” Wikipedia
“It happened that a Himyarite Jew, Yusuf As'ar (better known by nicknames referring to his braids or
ponytail: Dhu Nuwas, Dzu Nuwas, Dounaas, or Masruq), seized the throne from his king and revolted
against Abyssinia, seeking to throw the Ethiopians out of the country. He captured an Ethiopian
garrison at Zafar and burned the church there and burned other Christian churches.
Christians were strongest at the North Yemen city called Najran (sometimes spelled Nagran or
Nadjran). Dhu Nuwas attacked it. The Christians held the town with desperate valor. Dhu Nuwas found
he could not capture it. And so he resorted to treachery. He swore that he would grant the Christians of
Najran full amnesty if they would surrender. The Christians, knowing they could not hold out forever,
yielded against the advice of their leader Arethas (Aretas or Harith).
15
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What happened next was so appalling that Bishop Simeon of Beth Arsham (a Syrian) traveled to the
site to interview eyewitnesses and write a report. "The Jews amassed all the martyr's bones and
brought them into the church where they heaped them up. They then brought in the priests, deacons,
subdeacons, readers, and sons and daughters of the covenant...they filled the church from wall to wall,
some 2,000 persons according to the men who came from Najran; then they piled wood all round the
outside of the church and set light to it, thus burning the church with everyone inside it."
In the ensuing week, hundreds more Christians were martyred, among them many godly women, who
were killed with the most horrible tortures when they refused to renounce Christ. According to Simeon,
many were told "Deny Christ and the cross and become Jewish like us; then you shall live."
Versions differ as to date, but one says that it was on this day, November 25, 523, Dhu Nuwas took his
vengeance on Arethas and 340 followers, killing them. These men were quickly included in martyr lists
in the Greek, Latin and Russian churches. A song was even written about them by one Johannes
Psaltes, although it reports only about 200 deaths.
Other accounts written within a century add that deep pits were dug, filled with combustible material,
and set afire. Christians who refused to change faiths were hurled into the flame, thousands dying in
this painful martyrdom. Some think that this is the event that the Koran refers to when it says, "Cursed
be the diggers of the trench, who lighted the consuming fire and sat around it to watch the faithful
being put to the torture!" although Muslim commentators deny this.
A wealthy lady named Ruhm was compelled to watch her virgin daughter and granddaughter executed
and to taste their blood before she was killed herself. Asked how the blood tasted, she answered, "Like
a pure, spotless offering."
When word reached Constantinople, the Roman Emperor encouraged the Ethiopian king Ellesbaas
(Ella Atsbeha or Kaleb) to intervene, as did the Patriarch of Alexandra. Ellesbaas was only too willing
to do so, since his garrisons had been massacred and fellow Christians killed. He destroyed Dhu
Nuwas and established a Christian kingdom. An Ethiopian-Jewish writing known as the Kebra Nagast
regarded the downfall of Dhu Nuwas to be the final catastrophe for the Kingdom of Judah. Another
Ethiopian book told the story of the massacre under the title The Book of the Himyarites.”
http://www.christianity.com/church/church-history/timeline/301-600/arabian-christians-massacred-116
29705.html
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<

Winding mountain roads of Yemen
16
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The defeated Himyaris sought the help of the Persian emperor, Khosrau I, whereupon a large
Sassanid army drove out the Abyssinians and took power. Yemen became a province of Sassanid
Empire. In the 7th century, the Sassanids converted to Islam, and Yemen became an Islamic country,
with Sana'a as its capital. Yemen was subsequently governed by rulers appointed and controlled by
powerful Islamic caliphs in Syria (Umayyads), Iraq (Abbasids), and Egypt (Fatimids).

17
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Cinematic Discoveries Along the Silk Road and the Spice Route | Aga Khan Museum
https://www.agakhanmuseum.org/performing-arts/event/cinematic-discoveries-along-silk-road-and-spice-route-jan28

Roadside markers called triliths indicate an ancient spice trail in Yemen. Hedges and filmmaker Nicholas Clapp enlisted the
help of JPL scientists in their archaeological quests in Yemen and Oman, which also involved the efforts of NASA
astronauts. George Hedges
George Hedges -- spice route triliths - LA Times
http://www.latimes.com/nation/lat-me-hedges13_e4q7v5gw20090312155438-photo.html

The Jewish Kingdom of Himyar unleashed persecution of Christians. The story of Najran massacre of
Christians by Dhu-Nuwas finds its place even in the Koran (Sura 85:4-5). These stories were such
horrible dimension that the Jewish historians try to down play with words like,
“un-substantiated”, ”exagerated”, “inflated”. “excuse for Christian power to occupy” etc.
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
18
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“When the Najran rebels spurned Dhu-Nuwas's peace terms, he besieged the town and reduced its
inhabitants to such straits as they were forced to capitulate. Harith and several hundred of the rebels
were executed. A heavy tribute was also levied on the remaining Christians in the kingdom in reprisal
for the persecution of Jews in Christian countries. ...
The news of the suppression of the Christians of Najran spread like wildfire and became more
exaggerated with each telling. The number of victims was inflated in Christian sources and influenced
Arabic accounts. The first number for those executed was 200; then 400; 1,706; 4,252; 10,200; 12,100;
20,000; and finally, 70,000. In another version even more horrendous -- and completely
unsubstantiated in fact -- was a story that Dhu-Nuwas had offered peace terms to the defeated rebels
and then invited them to a great banquet to celebrate the occasion. The Christian guests had just
settled in to feast when the ground gave way, and they collapsed into a huge trench, which had been
dug beforehand and filled with soaked flammables by the king's men. Torches were then thrown into
the trench, and the victims perished in smoke and flames.”
The Jewish Kingdom of Himyar (Yemen): Its Rise and Fall.
http://www.thefreelibrary.com
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<

The Old Walled City of Shibam

The "Manhattan of the desert" has the tallest mud buildings in the world, with some of them over 30
meters. Its distinct architecture is one of the oldest and best examples of urban planning based on the
principle of vertical construction. Shibam is now a UNESCO World Heritage Site.
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Imam Yahya bin Al-Mansur Bi'llah Ahmad ud-din Muhammad Hamid ud-in, Imam and Commander of the Faithful, and King
of the Yemen (1869—1948)

Imam Yahya became Imam of the Zaydis in 1904 and Imam of Yemen in 1918.This became the
Yemen Arab Republic (YAR), or North Yemen.

Imam Yahya hamid ed-Din's house in Sana'a
Underground opposition to Yahya began in the late 1930s, and by the mid-1940s major elements of
the population opposed his rule. In 1948 Yahya was assassinated in a palace coup, and forces
opposed to his feudal rule seized power. His son Ahmad [Ahmad bin Yahya Hamidaddin] succeeded
him and ruled until his own death in September 1962. Imam Ahmad’s son Badr assumed power after
Ahmad’s death but was deposed one week later by army officers, led by Colonel Abdallah al Sallal,
who took control of Sana'a and created the YAR. Immediately upon taking power, the officers created
the ruling eight-member Revolutionary Command Council headed by Sallal. Civil war ensued between
20
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the royalist forces, supported by Saudi Arabia and Jordan in opposition to the newly formed republic,
and republicans, supported by Egyptian troops. In 1967 Egyptian troops were withdrawn, and by 1968,
following a royalist siege of Sana'a, most of the opposing leaders had reconciled. In 1970 Saudi Arabia
recognized the YAR.

Postage stamp from the Qu'aiti state of Shihr and Mukalla with portrait of Sultan Salib bin Ghalib. Qu'aiti state is British
Protectorate/Controlled by British Empire.

U.S.-Yemeni Relations.
The U.S. first established diplomatic relations with Yemen in 1946, but it was not until 1959 that a
resident legation was opened in Taiz. The U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID)
program began soon thereafter, and the legation was upgraded to Embassy status.
The U.S. recognized the post‑ revolutionary Yemen Arab Republic on December 19, 1962. In late
1966 the Embassy moved to Sana'a. On June 7, 1967, during the Arab-Israeli conflict, the government
of Abdullah al‑ Sallal severed diplomatic relations with the U.S., and all Americans were withdrawn.
In 1970, the Yemen Arab Republic requested resumption of diplomatic relations, and on April 29, 1970,
a U.S. Interests Section was established in the Italian Embassy in Sana'a. On July 1, 1972, full
diplomatic relations were resumed during a visit by then-Secretary of State William P. Rogers. A new
USAID program was started in spring 1973, and the Peace Corps began several projects the same
year. A military sales agreement was signed in 1976, followed in 1979 by the establishment of the
Office of Military Cooperation.
The establishment of the US embassy in Sana'a played an important part in our lives in this land of
eternal conflicts.
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III
THE LAND OF YEMEN

Bab el Yemen
Door of Yemen - entry into the Old city of Yemen
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At the entrance both sides of the road have shops.

Among them on the left side, the first one is the shop of Photo Frame Raju from Kerala who came to
Yemen on a small boat and married a daughter of a Yemeni citizen.

Covered market inside Bab (Old Sana'a city)
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City of New Sana'a

The City. The three story building with walls lighted was my residence for three years. The terrace contained the water
tank which supplied water to the three floors.
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The front door of the houses were made of thick wood with the door knocking metal strips

Door Keys are huge and are carried on the neck in a string
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Mum is watching over you.
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Capital and Major Cities of Yemen:
Capital: Sana'a, population 2.4 million
Major Cities:
Taizz, population 600,000
Al Hudaydah, 550,000
Aden, 510,000
Ibb, 225,000

Yemeni Government:

Coat of Arms of Yemen Arab Republic
1974-1990
Yemen is the only republic on the Arabian Peninsula. It is called Yemen Arab Republic. Its neighbors
are kingdoms or emirates.
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The Yemeni executive branch consists of a president, a prime minister and a cabinet. The president is
directly elected; he appoints the prime minister, with legislative approval. Yemen has a two-part
legislature, with a 301-seat lower house, the House of Representatives, and an 111-seat upper house,
called the Shura Council.

Abdul Rahman al-Iryani
Lieutenant-Colonel Ibrahim al-Hamdi was the leader of a military coup d'etat in Yemen Arab Republic
that overthrew the regime of President Abdul Rahman al-Iryani on June 13, 1974

President ( 1974 - 1977)Ibrahim al-Hamdi
After the revolt, he was President of the Military Command Council that governed the country. During
his rule, he cemented the central government's control over the country, planned on ending tribal
loyalty, and Yemen's medieval social classes by proclaiming all Yemenis as equal.
Al-Hamdi's civil and economic policies helped bring Yemen into the 21st Century by building hundreds
of new schools and eleven hospitals countrywide as well as the paving of more than 2,000 roads, He
also planned on improving ties with Marxist People's Democratic Republic of Yemen. Upon this
assasination Ahmad bin Hussein al-Ghashmi (1938 –1978) took charge as the President of the Yemen
Arab Republic from 11 October 1977 until his death eight months later. Ghashmi himself was
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assassinated later. His assassination occurred when he was meeting an envoy sent by People's
Democratic Republic of Yemen (Aden) President Salim Ali Rubai and a briefcase, reportedly
containing a secret message, exploded, killing both al-Ghashmi and the envoy. It is not conclusively
known who set off the explosion. Coincidentally, Rubai died in a coup three days after this event.
Abdul Karim Abdullah al-Arashi (1934 - 2006) was the the Vice President of Yemen Arab Republic
from 1978 and as speaker of the Constituent People's Assembly who served as the President of the
Yemen Arab Republic briefly from 24 June 1978 to 18 July 1978. He was succeeded by Ali Abdullah
Saleh who was the Vice-President at that time.
Thus during my tenure of six years with the University of Sana'a from 1974 -1980, I have seen four
Presidents in succession.

Ali Adullah Saleh

Population of Yemen:
Yemen is home to 23,833,000 people (2011 estimate). The overwhelming majority are ethnic Arabs,
but 35% have some African blood as well. There are small minorities of Somalis, Ethiopians, Roma
(Gypsies) and Europeans, as well as South Asians.
Yemen has the highest birthrate in Arabia, at about 4.45 children per woman. This is probably
attributable to early marriages (the marriageable age for girls under Yemeni law is 9), and lack of
education for women. The literacy rate among women is only 30%, while 70% of men can read and
write.
Infant mortality is almost 60 per 1,000 live births.

Languages of Yemen:
Yemen's national language is standard Arabic, but there are several different regional dialects in
common use. Southern variants of Arabic spoken in Yemen include Mehri, with about 70,000
speakers; Soqotri, spoken by 43,000 island residents; and Bathari, which has only about 200 surviving
speakers in Yemen.
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In addition to the Arabic languages, some Yemeni tribes still speak other ancient Semitic languages
closely related to the Ethiopian Amharic and Tigrinya languages. These languages are a remnant of
the Sabean Empire (9th century BCE to 1st century BCE) and the Axumite Empire (4th century BCE to
1st century CE).

Geography of Yemen:
Yemen has an area of 527,970 square kilometers, or 203,796 square miles, at the tip of the Arabian
Peninsula. It borders Saudi Arabia to the north, Oman to the east, the Arabian Sea, the Red Sea and
the Gulf of Aden.
Eastern, central and northern Yemen are desert areas, part of the Arabian Desert and Rub al Khali
(Empty Quarter). Western Yemen is rugged and mountainous. The coast is fringed with sandy
lowlands. Yemen also possesses a number of islands, many of which are actively volcanic.
The highest point is the Jabal an Nabi Shu'ayb, at 3,760 m, or 12,336 feet. The lowest point is sea
level.
Climate of Yemen:
Despite its relatively small size, Yemen includes several different climate zones due to its coastal
location and variety of elevations. Yearly average rainfall ranges from essentially none in the inland
desert to 20-30 inches in the southern mountains.
Temperatures also range widely. Winter lows in the mountains can approach freezing, while summer
in the tropical western coastal areas can see temperatures as high as 129° F (54°C). To make matters
worse, the coast is also humid.
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Yemen has little arable land; only roughly 3% is suitable for crops. Less than 0.3% is under permanent
crops.
Yemen's Economy:
Yemen is the poorest nation in Arabia. As of 2003, 45% of the population was living below the poverty
line. In part, this poverty stems from gender inequality; 30% of teenage girls between 15 and 19 are
married with children, and most are undereducated.
Another key is unemployment, which stands at 35%. The per capita GDP is only about $600 (2006
World Bank estimate).
Yemen imports food, livestock and machinery. It exports crude oil, qat, coffee, and seafood. The
current spike in oil prices may help alleviate Yemen's economic distress.
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Yemeni Dress

Women cover all their bodies except the eyes when they are outside of their homes. It is traditionally
covered with a wide sheet and black veil and head band.
My students included girls. I know them only by their eyes and voices.

Men wear “furthas” a white skirt and shirts along with over coats. The pink head dress is typical. All
adults wear a wide belt and carries a “Jambia” knife which is a ceremonial dagger. The dagger is
worn upright and centered and is kept in place by a leather or cloth belt. You can tell the status of a
man by the design and the materials used to make his dagger. In addition, he might wear a short coat
made of woven wool or sheepskin. A shawl thrown over the shoulders serves to keep him warm and
can also be used as a handy tote bag.
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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Social Stratification
The traditional social structure, however, has this structure:

Sayyids
descendants of the Prophet Muhammad.
Title: Amir or Mir
The Sayyids competed for the office of Zaydi imam
control sacred enclaves,
solved tribal conflicts by mediation,
engaged in theology and law,
and owned and leased land.
Male Sayyids and Qadis traditionally wore long robes
and covered their heads with white or green turbans;

Qadis or Fuqaha or Mashayikh
who perform the social functions
Sharia law Judges.
control their territory and caravan routes,
own arable land and cultivate,
carry weapons.
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Bani Khums in the north
the Masakeen and Du’afa in the south.
The lower strata
deprived of land ownership
not allowed to bear arms.

The Akhdams
(servants)
wash and bury the dead
clean latrines.
The majority of Akhdams
are
exslaves ( Abeeds )

Jambia
The Symbol Status
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IV
RELIGION IN YEMEN
The Constitution of Yemen states that Islam is the official state religion of the country, but it also
guarantees freedom of religion. The majority by far of Yemenis are Muslim, with some 42-45% Zaydi
Shias, and about 52-55% Shafi Sunnis. A tiny minority, some 3,000 people, are Ismaili Muslims.
>>>>

Zaydi Shia Islam
Zaydis (also: Zaidi, Zaiddiyah, or in the West Fivers) are the most moderate of the Shi'a groups and
the nearest to the Sunnis in their theology. They say that they are a "fifth school" of Islam (in addition
to the four Sunni orthodox schools). This Shi`ite sect is named after Zayd b. Ali, grandson of Husayn.
The Zaydi sect was formed by the followers of Zayd b. Ali, who led an unsuccessful rebellion against
the Umayyad caliph Hisham in 740.
Zaydi political theory
According to Zaydi political theory, Ali, Hasan and Husayn are the first three rightful
Imams; after them, the imamate is open to whomever of their descendants establishes
himself through armed rebellion.
Shia regard Imam Ali Zayn al-Abidin as the fourth imam. While most shias take Muhammed Al-Baqir
to be the next Imam, Zayadis take Al-Baqir's brother Zayd as imam.
Zaidi see Zayd as the fifth Imam because of the rebellion he led against the Umayyad dynasty,
which he believed was corrupt. Muhammad al-Baqir did not engage in political action, whereas Zayd
preached that a true Imam must fight against corrupt rulers.
Not all Zaidis believe that Zaid is the true Imam. Zaidis known as Wastis believes in Twelver Imams.
They are part of Shia Ithna Ashiri. Most of them settled in India, Pakistan. The biggest group of
Zaidis having their belive on Twelve Shia Imams is known as Saadat-e-Bahra. Saadat means
descendents of Imam Husayn bin Ali and Bahra means twelve in Hindi and Urdu Languages.
The first Zaydi state was established in Tabaristan (northern Iran) in 864; it lasted until the death of
its leader at the hand of the Samanids in 928. Forty years later the state was revived in Gilan
(north-western Iran) and survived under Hasanid leaders until the 12th century.
In Yemen, a Zaydi state was established in 893 by a Hasanid who had originally been invited to
mediate between quarrelling Yemeni tribes. A succession of occupations by foreign dynasties
beginning in the tenth century occasionally forced the Zaydi imamate to retreat northwards; however,
the imamate survived until the death of its last imam in 1962.
Yemen is a country with deep Muslim traditions, but is often most mentioned for its relatively large
Zaydi Shi'i group, even if this represents a minority in the country as a total. The Zaydi order of Shi'a
Islam represents approximately 25 percent t of the total population. Yemen's north is the center of
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Zaydism. Zaydism is known for putting less importance on the position of the Imam, than among the
Twelver (Iran), perhaps because the Zaydis have enjoyed far more political and religious freedom
than the other.
In the rugged mountains of northern Yemen live some four hundred Zaydi tribes with a total of some
five million members. For over one thousand years they have been the dominant community in the
Yemen, often fighting against the Sunni Shafi'i tribes and the smaller Isma'ili and Twelver Shi'a
communities.
Zaidi beliefs are moderate compared to other Shia sects. The Zaidis do not believe in the infallibility
of the Imams, nor that they receive divine guidance. Zaidis also do not believe that the Imamate
must pass from father to son, but believe it can be held by any descendant of Ali. They also reject
the Twelver notion of a hidden Imam, and like the Ismailis believe in a living imam, or even imams.
In matters of law or fiqh, the Zaidis are actually closest to the Sunni Shafie school.
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Shafi`i Islam
The Shafi'iyyah school of Islamic law was named after Muhammad ibn Idris al-Shafi'i [Shaf'i,
Shaafi`ee] (767-819). The school of Imam Abu Abd Allah Muhammad Shafii of the Quraysh tribe of
the Prophet, brought up in Mecca. He later taught in both Baghdad and Cairo and followed a
somewhat eclectic legal path, laying down the rules for analogy that were later adopted by other
legal schools. He was a descendant of the Prophet's uncle, Abu Talib, and came to Egypt in the 9th
century. Saladin who founded the first madrasa, dedicated to the Shafi'i rite near the tomb of its
founder, Imam al-Shafi'i. Al-Shafi`i was known for his peculiar strength in Arabic language, poetry,
and philology. Imam Shafi`i was called devil and imprisoned. Prayers were said for his death. He
was taken in captivity from Yemen to Baghdad, in a condition of humiliation and degradation.
Then at the time of Al-Shafi'i, the Prophet's ahadith were gathered from different countries, and the
disagreements among the scholars increased until Al-Shafi'i wrote his famous book, Al-Risalah,
which is considered the foundation of Islamic jurisprudence. The Shafi'i tradition is particularly
accessible to English speaking Muslims due to the availability of high quality translations of the
Reliance of the Traveler.
Ismaili Islam
In the eighth century, a dispute arose over who should lead the Shia community after the death of the
Sixth Imam, Jaafar ibn Muhammad (also known as Jaafar al Sadiq). Those who followed the teaching
of Musa al Kazim became the main body of Shi ites, while those who followed the teachings of
Musa s brother, Ismail, were called Ismailis.
Ismail was excluded from succession for most Shiites because he allegedly drank wine. Ismailis are
also called “Seveners,” because they broke off from the main body of the Shia community over this
disagreement over the identity of the Seventh Imam.
According to the Ismailis, the Quran contained inner or hidden meanings which were secretly
transmitted to Ali, and from him they passed down through the line of proper successors to the
Imamate. The faith could gain access to these hidden meanings, but only after a careful initiation
process and gradual teachings. The masses, however, had to remain content with the outer meanings.
According to Ismaili doctrine, history is divided into seven periods. Each period starts with a prophet
who is followed by six infallible Imams. The first six prophets were Adam, Noah, Abraham, Moses,
Jesus and Muhammad. An interpreter accompanies each Imam in order to teach the secret meaning
of the Imam s words to a small group of disciples.
The previous six interpreters were Seth, Shem, Isaac, Aaron, Simon Peter and Ali.
The six Shia Imams (from al-Hasan to Ismail) followed Muhammad and his interpreter Ali. They do not
believe that their seventh Imam, Muhammad, actually died. Instead they believe that he went into
hiding and will eventually appear as the Mahdi. At that time, he will inaugurate a new era in which old
traditions, even Islam, will become obsolete.
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For his followers, Ismail became associated with various movements seeking not simply to overthrow
the Abbasid caliphate, but also the entire social order. The goal was a wholesale reinterpretation of
Islam which would incorporate various elements of Hellenistic Christianity which had been prevalent in
the Near East before the advent of Islam.
One of the most successful popular revolts stemming from Ismaili beliefs was launched by the
Qarmatians, named after their leader Hamdan Qarmat. They set up something along the lines of a
community republic near Kufa, in Iraq, late in the ninth century CE, and they even gained control of
present-day Bahrain eventually. All goods of general utility were owned in common, but in the name of
the absent Imam.
Ismailis do not believe that any of their Imams have disappeared from the world in order to return later.
Instead, they have followed an unbroken line of leaders, the most recent of whom was Karim al
Husayni Agha Khan IV, an active figure in international humanitarian efforts.
The division between Shia and Sunni dates back to the death of the Prophet Muhammad, and the
question of who was to take over the leadership of the Muslim nation. Sunni Muslims agree with the
position taken by many of the Prophet's companions, that the new leader should be elected from
among those capable of the job. This is what was done, and the Prophet Muhammad's close friend
and advisor, Abu Bakr, became the first Caliph of the Islamic nation. The word "Sunni" in Arabic comes
from a word meaning "one who follows the traditions of the Prophet."
On the other hand, some Muslims share the belief that leadership should have stayed within the
Prophet's own family, among those specifically appointed by him, or among Imams appointed by God
Himself.
The Shia Muslims
These believe that following the Prophet Muhammad's death, leadership should have passed
directly to his cousin/son-in-law, Ali bin Abu Talib

Throughout history, Shia Muslims have not recognized the authority of elected Muslim leaders,
choosing instead to follow a line of Imams which they believe have been appointed by the Prophet
Muhammad or God Himself. The word "Shia" in Arabic means a group or supportive party of people.
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The commonly-known term is shortened from the historical "Shia-t-Ali," or "the Party of Ali." They are
also known as followers of "Ahl-al-Bayt" or "People of the Household" (of the Prophet).
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<<<<<<<<<<
Yemen is also home to an indigenous population of Jews, now numbering only about 500. In the
mid-20th century, thousands of Yemenite Jews moved to the new state of Israel. A handful each of
Christians and Hindus also live in Yemen, although most are foreign ex-patriots or refugees. They
were never organized or worshiped as a community.
Here is the Islamic stand on the Person of Jesus:
“Verily, the likeness of Jesus before Allâh is the likeness of Adam. He created him from dust,
then (He) said to him: ‘Be!’ — and he was. (This is) the truth from your Lord, so be not of those
who doubt.
Then whoever disputes with you concerning him (Jesus) after (all this) knowledge that has
come to you, (i.e. Jesus being a slave of Allâh, and having no share in Divinity) say: (O
Muhammad [pbuh]) ‘Come, let us call our sons and your sons, our women and your women,
ourselves and yourselves — then we pray and invoke (sincerely) the Curse of Allâh upon those
who lie.”
Al-Qur'an 3:59-61
{Source: Rasoulallah}
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V
KHAT CHEWING IN YEMEN

Qat is a plant that is grown all over Yemen, on what seems to be every square inch of land, whether in
the valleys or on the mountainsides, that could be used to grow a plant. When the leaves of the plant
are fresh, they are chewed, an activity that leads to a state of increased excitement with the possibility
of mild euphoria as a bonus. This state is the result of a stimulant similar to amphetamine that is found
in the plant and which, using the best description I’ve heard, acts as if you’re drinking endless cups of
very strong coffee. Qat, and the substance it contains, is actually illegal in many countries and its use
is mostly limited to Yemen, Somalia, Ethiopia, Djibouti and a handful of other countries in the same
geographical area.
Khat chewing is a practice that dates back thousands of years in the Horn of Africa and the Arabian
Peninsula where the khat plant is widely cultivated and known by a variety of names, including qaat
and jaad in Somalia, and chat in Ethiopia. The chewing of khat leaves releases chemicals structurally
related to amphetamines, which give the chewer a mild high that some say is comparable to drinking
strong coffee.
Sitting in animated groups, men and, increasingly, women (though never men and women together –
that being the tradition in this Islamic country) talk and laugh while plucking the tender leaves from the
branches and tucking them into the cheek, eventually forming a wad that can bulge almost to the size
of a tennis ball.
It is estimated that up to 90% of adult males chew khat three to four hours daily in Yemen. The number
for females may be as high as 50% or even higher as young women take up the habit; a recent study
for the World Bank estimated that 73% of women in Yemen chew the khat leaf more or less frequently.
Meanwhile, a staggering 15–20% of children under the age of 12 are also daily consumers.
Qat leaves contain three alcoholides (Hes, 1970): cathine (C6H5CHOH(NH2)CH3), cathinine, and
cathidine, as well as sugars, tannins, and vitamin C in great amounts (324 mg/100 g vs green [bell]
pepper's 120 mg/100 g). Anorexia and insomnia follow qat chews (Halbach, 1972). In order to
compensate for this they drink strong liquor in order to induce sleep.
The fact that khat is not considered by the World Health Organization (WHO) to be a “seriously
addictive drug”, does not mean that its consumption is without physiological repercussions. “Khat
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chewers experience euphoria followed by depression, while people who are genetically predisposed
are extremely vulnerable to psychosis,” says Dr A A Gunaid, Faculty of Medicine and Health Sciences,
University of Sana’a. Gunaid also notes that there have been many cases of khat chewers
experiencing persistent hallucinations. Khat can also affect sleep, leading to rebound effects such as
late awakening, decreased productivity and day-time sleepiness.

Most of the High Level meetings including cabinet ministry were held as a Quat Meetting. Apparently
Qat has the ability to make one tolerant and understanding and went well in the decision making
process.
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Qat terraces, in Yemen hills

People often carry their Qat with them,
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In order to get the best effect qat has be chews over a long period of time and kept in the mouth so that
all the intoxicating juice can be absorbed.

bokur, yemen
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VI
THE UNIVERSITY OF SANA’A

Sana'a University was established in 1970 as the first and the primary university in the Yemen Arab
Republic (North Yemen), now the Republic of Yemen (see also Aden University). It is located in
Sana'a, the capital of Yemen, and is currently organized with 17 faculties. Previously the university
was built on the grounds of the old Jewish cemetery.
New Sana'a University
When Sana'a university was first established, it had two faculties: the Faculty of Sharia and Law and
the Faculty of Education, which also included the specialties of Colleges of Arts, Sciences and
Education.
In 1974, those specialties were developed and formed three new faculties: Arts, Science, Education.
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It was in the Science Faculty that I was offerred a job as Senior Lecturer in Physics. The job was
through the University of Kuwait and the salaray was paid by them. This was the contribution of the
Kuwait to the Republic of Yemen.

There were girls among the students. But I knew them only with their eyes and voice as they were fully
veiled according to the tradition of the country.
One of the critical problem in taking up the position was the education of the children. There were no
High Schools with medium of Instruction as English. Premu and Anil were already in the High School
and needed a School. The only solution was to place them in some boarding school. It so happenned
that there was an English School in Asmara, Eritrea in Ethiopia which was in close association with the
Sudan Interior Mission. One of the missionaries who were with us in SIM - M/s Herbert and Betty
Gross - were already in that school and it was easy to place them in that school. So we flew as a
family into Asmara and left them in the good hands of our friends and left for Sana'a with the younger
children Preethy and Ajit. When we landed in Sana'a Airport we had been surprised by Mr. Ahamed
our next door boy (son of the Amabssador of Yemen to Sudan) who was a play mate of Anil and
Premu, only older. He had just completed his Psychiatry degree from England and landed in Sana'a
with his new Sudanese wife. Since his father was a tribal chief, according to the tradition he was soon
placed as the Minister of State. He remained as a close friend of the family all through our stay in
Yemen. He became a source of close contact with the Government ministers and chiefs of the country
of whom many came to visit us during the week end to our home. They often took us to their homes
forming a close friendship and cultural understanding. This also gave us a standing in the sociey in
accordance with the socio-cultural -Political norms of Yemen.
We were received at the airport by the university administration and was placed in a hotel in Zubayri
Street. It happenned to be a Ramadan fasting day and we had to request the hotel for special serving
as the cafeteria was closed. Being in a foreign land without any real friends around is always difficult.
We expected a lot more foreign presence in the hotel which proved to be wrong. As we were looking
out through the window sharing the little food we got, there goes a foreigner lady along the side walk
opposite side of the road. Ponnamma ran across the road and confronted the lady and asked here
whether she knew English and asked her if she knew Miss....... Her name was Ini Vegtor and a
missionary from Sweden. She stood surprised and said, she is probably the only person in Sana'a
who knew her. She came in to our room and made us comfortable before she went her own way.
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Ini Vegtor (1975) in Sana'a and Ini Beckman (2015) currently in the USA
The next day everything fell into their normal form with hotel cafetaria open and the University
transport coming in to take me to the University to meet the Vice Chancellor and other administrators
who drew up the contract and did all the formalities and introduced me to the Department of Physics.
The head of department was from Egypt - a coptic christian who received me with affection. I joined
the department of Physics along with several other teachers from Egypt, Pakisthan, Palestine and
Sudan. Prof. Ahmed who was the Deputy Vice Chancellor of the University of Khartoum also joined as
Associate Professor. There were several Indian professors in various other departments who came in
to make us comfortable.

University of Sana'a
Three of our lecturers were from Egypt., The Head of Department (Egypt), Dr. Ninan, Dr. Mohamed
Saleh (Pakistan), Dr. Ahmed (Sudan)
These formed the Physics Department teaching staff when I joined.
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The work itself was challenging as we had to start from the very planning stage with regard to syllabus,
laboratory planning, preparation of lab, manuals and text books in the area of one’s teaching. I had
infact got my text book on quantum theory and lab manuals printed when I went home to India in our
printing press in Kozhencheri. The others managed with cyclo-styled books and lecture notes.

In the Lab setting up the experiments

Setting up the experiments with the Lab assistants both from Egypt.
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Physics Lab with my students
All my students are today either Professors or Teachers excelling in their profession.

We had one of the early computers, which could be rather called calculator, which can be
programmed. I had taught our students how to program. One of my early such program was to
convert the angle of spectrometer reading into wavelengths. This programming was tedious, but
provided a good introduction in this area.
Even though I was specialized in Radiation and Spectroscopy in my Masters and Quantum Theory in
my Ph.D., in an establishing start up department we have to be jack of all trades. Because of my
interest in Photography, I introduced Photography as once of the subject area and built up a dark room
and taught them to make good picture taking and printing techniques. In fact in the Annual College
Day competition between departments, our students won the prize with a Photographic exhibition on
portrait photography. The prize amount was distributed between the students to encourage them.
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As is the custom we invested in a car within the week of our arrival. It was a Mercedes Benz. The
seller was looking for someone to buy it so that he can leave the country. We agreed on the price and
I was waiting for the money. But the next day afternoon he just left the key on my house table and said,
pay for it when the money comes and left. It had to come from my London account and I had just
opened a Post Office Box and was waiting. It took over a week for it to come. Getting the driving
license based on Sudanese license was a breeze. This made life more enjoyable. The college ended
by 1 PM after noon leaving us a whole afternoon of day light to socialize and live life.

Our Mercedz Benz
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VII
INTERNATIONAL CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP OF YEMEN
AND
THE MALAYALEE HOUSE FELLOWSHIP
Since we met Ini Vegtor on the first day of our entry into Yemen, we were in contact with the Red Sea
Mission team which had a hospital in Jibla with several foreign doctors and nurses from various parts
of the world. It was headed by Mr Peter Darlene and Mrs. Darlene. They were Australians. They had
a prayer gathering every Friday for their workers in Sana'a. So we found a Christian Fellowship. They
all worshipped on Fridays since Sunday was a working day. Soon we were drawn into the American
group who met in the American Embassy. This was led by Mr & Mrs. Coats and the Mr & Mrs Gilsons
who were organizing the Sana'a International School in Sana'a.

Coats family
After one year we moved into another house close by owned by the Minister of Education where we
stayed an year. Across the drive way was a small park which was the place for the children to play.
During this period one of our old friends Pastor Hilmi Henain who was a pastor in the Evangelical
Church in Khartoum serving the Egyptian Evangelical Christians who moved out into Kuwait and
started a Church sent us a telegram requesting to receive an Evangelist family from Pakistan who
want to visit Sana'a. Since Sana'a is closed for evangelism there was no possibility of holding any
forum for him. Yet one fine morning the Pakisthani couple arrived and we received him from the
airport and they stayed with us. Since his stay served no real purpose he had to go back in three days.

Tamur Jahn and his wife- Evangelists from Pakistan
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During the year we made our contacts with the Indian Community in Yemen who were either UNDP
employees in different areas of expertise or engineers working the various engineering companies in
and around Sana'a most of whom were Malayalees and Christians. We started the Indian Association
which met almost every week and in special Indian holidays in the Indian Embassy. The Ambassador
Mr. Goswamy was very enthusiastic about it.
During the weekends - which in Yemen means Friday to Sunday - the Malayalee Community often
came home since they did not have a home in Sana'a. Many of them who worked far outside of the
Sana'a city in the field had to travel by foot several hours to reach Sana'a.

After the second year again we moved into a more convenient flat in the third floor of traditional
building with 22 steps. This was across the Zubeiry Street. Water was pumped to the top of the
building in a tank and supplied to each floor. The ground (first) floor was shop and we had a pulley
system by which we could buy grocery items in a bag without actually going down. The 22 steps were
an exercise every day. The servant boy did all the chores and the house itself was very spacious with
a large hall for gatherings. This was our home for the next four years where we have hosted many
parties, Malayalee gatherings, Indian gatherings, bible studies and prayer meetings.
In general there was a vast hunger for Christian Fellowship among all the foreign community in Sana'a.
There were no organized and regular such gathering for worship or Bible Studies anywhere except
once a year on Easter Day in the American Embassy garden when members from Catholic Church to
Pentecostal Churches united in the celebration.
The American embassy remained as a place where Christian communities from around the world who
happened to be in Yemen were able to gather together and worship. It started as a praise and worship
gathering. Several Embassy staff and the staff of the International School were involved in this and
was supported by the Charge de Affair. Representation of Christians from all the world were there as it
grew in strength.
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Parallel to this was the need of the Malayalee Christians scattered all around Sana'a without any
fellowship. Ponnamma was particular in opening our home to receive them and entertain them. We
finally decided to start a worship and Bible Study every Friday in our house. Since the Minister of
Interior of the Government of Yemen became a close friend of our family, I took advise from him. Him
advise was that; as long as it was within the house without any external symbols such as cross etc are
visible from outside it will be perfectly within the laws of the country to worship and follow any religion.
Since we had a very large hall which can accommodate over 50 to 60 people in our house we started a
prayer meeting and Bible Study. In time we had exceeded even that number. At the request of the
people we even started the Divine Service following the Marthoma Liturgy. I did not start any
communion as such since the church affiliations extended from Catholics to Pentecostals and
Brethrens. But the food that we served after the service doubled for the lack of liturgical communion
ritual.
As early as 1976 the International gathering in the American Embassy also felt the need of an official
regular weekly worship. Ini Vegtor was the chief praise and worship leader with her guitar and the
children and the adults enjoyed it. Various churches from the US offered to help with priestly presence
if the group wanted. Mr. Coates and Mr Gilson were the initiators of the official establishment of the
Church. The main leaders felt that we should start the church without any affiliation with any
established denomination as it might hamper the fellowship of the wide spectrum of presence within
the group. There were in fact several pastors and leaders of other churches present within the group.
In a meeting the conveners unanimously asked me to take over the shepherding and lead the church.
Though I had completed my BD program from London Bible College, I had never dared to take up the
mission before. Since I was the only one without any pastoral level affiliation in the group with any
denomination or church group, it was unanimously suggested that I take up the job as the chief
shepherd. After a three day prolonged prayer and fasting, and under direct confirmation by the Holy
Spirit through several signs and fleece tests that this indeed was God’s choice, I reluctantly took over
the position. The choice remained whether the church is to be Episcopalian, Presbyterian or
Evangelical. I had opted for the title as “Moderator” mainly to avoid the conflict within the Church and
also in relation to the Islamic world outside. Thus I was officially ordained as the Moderator of the
International Christian Fellowship of Yemen by the laying on of hands by all the elders present, of
which many of them were priests and pastors belonging to a spectrum of Churches from around the
world. Thus started a long involvement in the ministry while being the Professor of Physics - a
reluctant messenger who was called into service under emergency.
I was supported in this new venture by Rev. Fr. Ethian who was the Arabic Professor of the University
of Vatican. He came into Yemen to provide services to the foreign Catholic community which was
based in the German Farm. He was there as an electrician in the German Farm. He was beside me
when I am lost to give guidance especially in matters of rituals. Once the Kuwait Airways Manager
who was one of my students in Addis Ababa approached me to baptize his new born baby. Another
time one young couple who met in Sana'a wanted to be married in the Church. Both these occasions
Fr.Ethian provided advise and was beside me in the actual ceremony. There were others from the
Anglican Church who were very helpful. Ambassadors from America, England, Ethiopia and Jordan
were very supportive in the building up of the Fellowship. We had a council of representatives from all
different churches who decided the course when traditions came in conflict from within the various
cultures and Churches.
When I left Yemen in 1980, the Moderatorship was taken over by Skip Ghenim the First Secretary of
US Embassy. He later became the Ambassador of USA to Kuwait.
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When I left, the Malayalee House group split into three groups, one representing the Denominations of
Jacobite and Marthomite group, another the Pentecostal group and another the Brothren group. This
indeed was essentially based on the growth of population of Keralites in Yemen. There seems to have
been a drastic growth of influx especially in the medical and engineering profession.
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VIII

Mother Teresa (1910-1997) founded the ‘Missionaries of Charity’ in Calcutta, India on October 7,
1950 with the primary objective of loving and caring for those persons nobody was prepared to look
after. She was invited by the Prime Minister of Yemen Arab Republic to start their homes . The first
home was in the coastal city of Hodeidah which was started with five nuns in 1973. The Sisters started
a home for over hundred unwanted children and also cared for adults with diseases and birth defects.
The Sisters used to visit a leper village once a week. Initially the lepers used to run away in fear, but
soon they gained confidence and agreed for treatment. Under the supervision of Dr Sister Garth Rode,
the nuns began taking professional care of the people with disabilities and those suffering from leprosy
in Hodeidah. A ‘Leprosy Centre’ was formally opened at Hodeidah on August 22, 1973, which was
named by Mother Teresa as the ‘City of Light’.
She also started a Leprosy Center in Taiz and was in the process of starting one in Sana'a when we
were in Sana'a in 1978. The two sisters who were in Sana'a were both Malayalees - Sister Thomas
and Sister Cherian. They took me into confidence and got Ponnamma and me involved in the entire
process of planning and starting the home. Mother Teresa came several times during our time and I
was picking her up from the airport and taking her to our home and after food and rest placed her with
the sisters in their home which was in the process of openning. In one of the visits, Ponnamma invited
all the Ambassadors of all different countries to meet Mother in our home. Mother spoke to them of
her plans and asked for their support.
She had asked me to make three paintings of my “Praying Hands” so that it can be placed in the three
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homes - Hodeidah, Sana'a and Taiz. They are probably still there at the entrance of the home.
At another occassion when mother visited us it was Ajit’s Birthday. When we told her about it as she
was going back to India in the car, she immediately took her cross which was on her Saree and gave it
to him. Accordding to Sister Thomas, Mother has never done that before since, the crucifix on her
Saree is considered consecrated and is of special significance. This cross is still with him and is one
of our treasured possessions.

She had signed our guest book once as follows:

When Premu had passed out of her school in 1978, mother actually wrote a recommendation letter to
the Catholic Medical College for a seat and asked her to join her and serve her homes for one year.
This plan did not work out though.
Yemeni authorities regarded Mother Teresa as a saint and held her in very high esteem, so much so
that they sent a delegation led by a member of parliament for the ceremony of her beatification. There
is deep sense of gratitude in Yemen for the humanitarian work being carried out by the ‘Sisters of
Charity’ in their centres across the country.
Because of the basic distinction of the approach of different Islamic groups, there is certainly a group
which are antagonistic to Christian presence. Most of the people in Yemen however have great
respect for any one who is a Christian and who practices Christian principles. In general, my taking
up of the moderatorship of the Christian Fellowship had produced a significant change in the attitude of
the Yemeni people. Many in high authorities in the government, following the ancient practice of the
Middle East placed me to the rank of a Magi or Prophet. I had several high ranking authorities coming
to me for advise regarding the success of their plans and project reminiscent of the relation between
early Kings and their Prophets in Israel. This indeed pushed me back to rely on the Holy Spirit to guide
me for advise.
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Yet the opposition to Christian presence also were brooding as in the termination of my service and
expulsion which grew in force until on July 27, 1998 when three sisters were killed by a mentally sick
person in Hodeidah.
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IX
JIBLA HOSPITAL
Another shooting took place in Jibla where a missionary nurse Martha Myers was killed and the
Caswells were injured in 2001

Jibla

It is here Ajit got his tonsilitis surgery done.
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The Caswell family-Teri, Don, Ben, 11, and Caleb, 5-gathered on Easter Sunday. Don Caswell was
injured in late December in a terrorist shooting in Jibla, Yemen,

Martha Myers dies on the spot. She served Yemen for over 24 years by 2002.
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X
SANA'A ART FESTIVAL

All the artists from the various expatriate community held and art exhibition. I had by that time
completed 74 oil paintings on the Life of Christ on Canvass Paper and other wire works. These were
exhibited in the Festival. Here are some of the pictures taken during the festival.
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XI
INDIAN/MALAYALEE ASSOCIATION

Getting the picnic spot ready

The picnic is on
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Kharafee Engineers (Joseph, ?, Thomas, ?)

Indian ladies group at Picnic
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Mrs. Aleyamma Joseph

Anil with his air gun

Mr & Mrs. Abraham family with the Ninans
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At one time some Islamic organization hired a dozen of Malabar Muslim boys to work in the Mosques
of Sana'a. Their job was designated as personals to call for prayer from the top of the mosque at the
appointed times. Some of these boys were from well to do Muslim families. However when they
arrived they were asked to do the toilet cleaning as part of their works. In the old homes, they still used
the bucket system which needed cleaning. This was considered a menial job that they could not find
local people to do it - at least in the capital Sana'a. Out of the dozen who were recruited, six of them
refused to do the job and they were placed in the jail for violation of contract. Indian Embassy was
involved and they contacted the Minister of Interior. Minister of Interior agreed to release them from
the jail provided Dr. Ninan will accept the responsibility of repartriating them to Kerala. I talked to the
boys and they agreed to take me as their guardian and ready to go back. These six were released
from jail and lived in our visiting room for three days, until I was able to take them to the airport and put
them on the plane to India. These boys were very much obliged for my intermediacy.
When the three illegal immigrants to Yemens - Photo Frame Raju, Doctor Chellappan and Mechanic
Aziz wanted to get Indian passports, the Indian Embassy recommended that the application be
counter signed by me as the President of the Indian Association.
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XII
AT HOME

...
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1975 family

Ajit

Premu
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Ponnamma
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Leelamma wed Alexander (Boby)
Leelamma (Ponnamma’s youngest sister) got married in one of those years when we were in Yemen
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The Ninans
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Premu, Ajit, Ponnamma, Anil, Ninan, Preethy
1976
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Susy (Ponnamma’s Sister’s daughter)

Leelamma, Boby and Arun

We shifted into a house owned by the Deputy minister of Education which was a typical Yemeni home
with little light inside and an underground hall. We were shifted to a better home which was also
owned by the minister and very well furnished and comfortable. This was our home for two years. On
the Zubeyri street was the Kuwait Airways who took care of all our travel on behalf of the University. It
so happened that the manager of the Kuwait Airways was a Ethiopian who was one of my students in
1960 in Addis Ababa. Every year we were given tickets to go to India as a family and we had to travel
through Kuwait Airways through Kuwait. On the way we always broke journey in Kuwait and stayed
with my old school mate Abraham Varughese Vellarathu and Baby with their children Dicky Dolphy
Dulcy D3 triad. Kuwait being a duty free area was the place to buy gifts and presents to folks in India.
There were a large number of Indians working in various engineering firms and with United Nations
Organisations. With the encouragement of the Ambassador of India we started an Indian Association
and a Malyalee Association where as a cultural group we gathered together and enjoyed and
supported each other. The Indian Association always met in the Indian Embassy Hall. In time the
Indian Association grew in number and is now known as Pravasi Indian Welfare Association since
2002
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This is one of the Pravasi Presentation 2002
Mr. Krishna Murthy and his wife encouraged us to start an Indian School with ISC syllabus. With the
help of the Ambassador I was able to get the permissions and recognition from the Indian School
authorities to start the school. We hired a place and Ponnamma and Mrs. Murthy took up the job of
teaching the kids. Two of our children (Preethy and Ajit) and Murthy’s children were the students. The
Ambassodor of India himself inaugurated the School by lighting the traditional lamp in the presence of
the Minister of Education and Deputy Minister of Education. We had to close it down after two months
since we could not get additional students to support the project.
However the legacy remained and by 2010 the embassy of India itself opened Indian Schools in Taiz
and in Sana'a as by then there was a large population of Indians in Sana'a.

In January 1975, Herbert and Betty (the Grosses) brought the children to Sana'a. They lived with us
for a month and took them back to school. This time they took Preethy also and enrolled her in the
school. However the on going internal independence war led by Eritrean Liberation Army disturbed
the peace and working of the school and the students were given 2 hours to get evacuated from
Asmara to Addis Ababa. They left everything except their few clothes in the evacuation process. The
Asmara English School did a marvellous job of taking care of the children during these difficult times.
The School seems to have closed permananently during the process. Premu. Anil and Preethy were
in a hotel in Addis Ababa with the Grosses. They telegrammed us and told us to receive the children in
Sana'a which could be any available flight from Addis Ababa to Sana'a. Since there was only one
flight every week on sundays we went to the airport expecting to receive them. Eventually on the third
week they did arrive carrying one bag each. So we were forced to find alternate educational situation
for all the children. Ajit was enrolled in the Sana'a International school which just started.
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Sana'a International School (SIS) is a private, non-profit, Preschool-Secondary IV, co-educational,
college preparatory institution. SIS was founded in 1971 by James E. Gilson in order to provide a
quality education for expatriates living in Sana'a. When we reached there there were only the
Pre-School and elementary section. It is now a full High School Level institution with a large campus.
The school year extends from early September through mid-June, and the children attend school
Saturday through Wednesday, with Thursday and Friday off. The school hours are: 8 a.m. to noon for
kindergarten; 8 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. for children ages 6 through 11 (but on some days students stay for
various activities or special subjects); and 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. for students ages 12 years and up.
Today, the High school section is located about 20 minutes outside Sana'a and consists of several
comfortable, spacious buildings around a center courtyard. The 35‑ acre campus has large play areas
with outdoor play equipment. The school has recently opened a City Campus, located in the center of
the city, offering classes for 3‑ and 4‑ year‑ old children. The curriculum is designed for young
children, the majority of whom are English speakers. Admission of non-English speakers is very
restricted

Sana'a International School (2003)
Hence in the vacation we decided to place Premu and Anil in the Kodaikanal International School.
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XIII

Margaret Eddy, founding principal of Kodaikanal International School (1901)
It started as a school to serve the Christian Missionary children.

Dr. Frank Jaysinghe Principal and Dr. Bob King, vice-principal
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In 1960, Herb Krause, whose grand daughter is a Kodai School graduate and a former teacher at the
school, took the role of principal after ten years as a teacher. Krause's goal was to open the school up
to students of all nationalities and religions. Jayasinghe took over as Principal in 1973, In 1975 KIS
became the first school in India to adopt the International Baccalaureate Diploma Program. In 1977 the
first KIS students sat for the first IB examinations in India. Dr. Frank Jay Singhe was the principal and
Dr. Bob King was the Vice Principal during the period. It was in 1975 Premu and Anil joined the School.
They graduated in 1978.
Anil and Premu did their High School in 1978 and joined the Sana'a University for graduation studies.
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Volume 17 - Issue 20, Sep. 30 - Oct. 13, 2000
India's National Magazine
from the publishers of THE HINDU
The Palani hills were first surveyed by an Englishman, Lt. B.S. Ward, in 1821 but the survey was
published only 16 years later. The first to build houses in Kodaikanal were missionaries of the
American Madura Mission, which had been established in Madura i in 1834........
In 1844, the missionaries turned to an Englishman named Fane, who had a godown in Kodaikanal,
and to Judge Cotton, who, after retiring from service in Madurai, cultivated coffee in the Palani hills. On
Fane's advice, the missionaries decided to found their settlement in the Kodaikanal basin. By June
1845, two bungalows were built...... The British also built some houses in 1846. Thus the hill station
was born.
Charlotte Wyckoff was one of the first 13 pupils who joined the Highclerc School in 1901. As years
passed, more and more missionaries came to Kodaikanal in the summer months and built their own
houses...... The missionary parents felt the need for a school in Kodaikanal for their children.......
At that time, one Margaret Eddy, was in Madras (now Chennai) visiting her son, a missionary. She was
persuaded to become the school's principal. .......On July 1, 1901, thirteen little tykes, boys in their
knickers, girls in their pinafores, appeared at the Highclerc Hotel to start school.
Until the late 1920s, only "children of pure European descent" were admitted to the school. In 1930,
members of the school council resolved that "... admission shall also be open to any child whose
parents are from North America, Europe or Australia - be they missionaries or civilians."
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The 1960s saw big changes. The missionary era and the colonial era came to an end...... . A meeting
of the school council in 1971 decided to favour "the development of the Kodaikanal School into an
autonomous, plural cultural, multinational Christian school".
Dr. Frank Jayasinghe, (from Ceylon - Srilanka) a remarkable man with international experience in
education, was principal from 1973 to 1983.
As Jane Cummings says, "Hindi, Tamil, Malayalam, French or Korean can be heard in the corridors or
dorms alongside English, but all conversations are still laced with Kodai slang which is passed from
generation to generation: dish, budge, slips, canteen chuma, hunk, hey man, cool..." The school has
had several student newspapers, which include Highclerc Herald, Ko dai Kourier, Kodai Times and
Tahr Tribune.
It was a memorable home-coming for Dr.John Wiebe in 1988 when he took over as principal. He and
his wife Donna Beth have become synonymous with the school in the last 12 years. Dr. Wiebe and
former Finance Director D. Ernest Chandrasekaran together fought a six-year legal battle to retrieve
the six-acre Loch End, the portion of the school campus that was occupied by a Karur-based company
in June 1991 when the children had gone home on vacation.

Union Minister Ram Vilas Paswan releasing a stamp in Kodaikanal to mark the centenary of the school.
Former Union Minister P. Chidambaram, U.S. Consul-General in Chennai Bernard Alter and school
Principal Dr. Paul D. Wiebe are among those in the photo graph.
The KIS is co-educational, with 500 pupils and 100 teachers. The students are from about 30
countries, including India, Sri Lanka, Japan, Taiwan and countries in North America, Europe, Latin
America and Africa. The teachers are from India, the U.S., Cana da, Australia, England, France,
Germany, Switzerland, Tanzania and Tibet (China).
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Scenes from Kodaikanal International School

Coakers Walk Kodaikanal, India
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Now that Premu and Anil were in Kodai, the problem of Preethy and Ajit remained. We tried with the
Calvert School distance education curriculum and also the University of High School Home School
system. It worked fine as far as education was concerned. The problem was the lack of social skills
without the interaction with other children of the same group.
The experiments helped at least one person, who was the son the Ethiopian Ambassodor who wanted
his son to do High School with the Nebraska. I did help him in supervising and at the end of the 12th
grade he smoothly moved into Nebraska University while the Ambassador himself took assylum
inYemen.
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XIV
BANGALORE

Failure to get the best for the younger children we decided to move to Bangalore. We went to
Bangalore and stayed with the Union Theological Seminary whose Principals and Professors were
known to our family. We looked for a flat with security and independence and rented the apartment in
the Sivadarshan Apartments, 80 Infantry Road in the center of the City across Mahatma Ghandhi
Road and Commercial street. The flat was in the second floor - Flat number 10. This was to be our
center for many years to come.

UTC guest house Ecumenical Resource Centre (ERC):

The Fiat Car
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Canara Bank just opposite to the entrance of 80 Infantry Road where we have our account even today
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Sivadarsan Apartments
80 Infantry Road

Kalpatharu Super Bazar

Canara Bank

Home of Azis

Commercial Street
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We then tried to place Preethy in the Bishop Cotton Girls School and Ajit in Kurnool St.Joseph School.
Preethy got admission in the Bishop Cotton Boarding. Ajit was placed in a paying guest home in
Kurnool with a friend of Mon (Eapen George). But we had to take Ajit out of the school as when
Ponnamma went to see him after a month, he was miserable and took him back home. For some time
he was placed in the Turnbridge School across the home but later moved him into Bishop Cotton Boys
School.
Preethy’s Bishop Cotton Girls School
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Mrs.G. Clarke was the Principal at that time
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Ajit’s Bishop Cotton Boy’s School

The school is bordered by Residency Road, St Mark's Road, Lavelle Road and Vittal Mallya Road, and
is spread over 14 acres (57,000 m2) of land in the heart of Bangalore.
School heads in the early days included George Uglow Pope, Herbert Pakenham-Walsh, S. T.
Pettigrew, William Elphick, Iowerth Lowell Thomas and A. T. Balraj. Mr. Balraj was the Principal at that
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time.
It was started in 1865 by S. T. Pettigrew, the then Chaplain of St Mark's Cathedral who had a vision of
starting a school for the education of children of European and Anglo-Indian families. In his own words,
he wanted to "establish a day and boarding School for the Children of Christian residents in the station
and its vicinity." The school was named in honour of George Cotton, Bishop of Calcutta, under whose
stewardship a scheme of education was organized for the Anglican Churches in India.
In the first five years of the School it had three principals. It was only with the arrival of George Uglow
Pope, a distinguished Tamil Scholar (who translated the Saiva Scripture Tirukkuṛaḷ into English) that
the present site was acquired For Rs 47,500. The boys school and the girls School functioned on the
same campus but under different heads. Under the stewardship of Pope, the school grew from
strength to strength. A collegiate section was started and the School obtained recognition from the
University of Madras. He gave the School its motto - 'Nec Dextrorsum Nec Sinistrorsum' meaning
'Neither to the right nor to the Left '.

In the interest of the children’s education, it was finally decided that Ponnamma stayed in Bangalore in
the new flat and kept Preethy and Ajit with her. We bought a new Fiat car for taking them to school.
The whole family were together during the school vacation when they joined me in Yemen and I went
home to Bangalore to be with them during the three months of University vacation.
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The St.Thomas Evangelical Church in Bangalore
During one of the Holidays Anil ventured to go to Kozhencheri and brought my mother (Mrs.
Mariamma Mammen) to Bangalore. Ponnamma had registered herself in the Marthoma Church at
Primrose Road as soon we settled there. She took Ammachi to the Marthoma Church the next
Sunday and thereby got in touch with the various cousins and relations of mine. Ammachi was the
Vice President of the St.Thomas Evangelical Church of India Women’s wing. As soon as the
Evangelical Church members came to know that Ammachi was in Bangalore, they all came home to
meet her. This included Mr. C.V. Mathew, the present Presiding Bishop of the STECI who was
studying in the UTC at that time. They had been in the process of organizing the parish and were
meeting in various houses. Since our home was in the heart of the city where people could reach by
taking just one bus to Sivaji Nagar Bus Station, Ponnamma opened the house as a meeting place
every Sunday.

For the next three years, our house was the Church for the STECI until a church building was bought
in Lingaraja Puram. At that time the Church was split with another group forming the St.Thomas
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Evangelical Fellowship. They have later joined together.
Premu was the first organiser of the Sunday School in Bangalore in the Church while she was studying
in the College for her B.Sc degree.
This is where we got our fellowship for years to come. They included, Alex, lex’s son Prof. Cherian
Alex, Thampi, Mathaichen and many others who are still in contact with us. Some have passed on to
the other shore.
During the five years of service in the University of Sana'a, every year as we plan to take leave, the
University wanted us to bring in our relation and friends so that they may be able to find job there.
However none of my brothers or nephews and nieces were interest in coming. Ponnamma’s younger
brother Joy (Jacob Varughese) who was the store keeper in the Bangalore Colaba Military Store and
Ponnamma’s sister Susamma’s husband Bobby who was an engineer in Kerala were interested in
coming. They were given visitors visa by the University Office. They had three months to find a job if
they were interested in continuing. Joy was very proficient in his work and went around and got
himself the job of the Store Keeper in the Government of Sana'a. He moved out and started living
alone. His wife and two children (Wilson and Felson) were still in Bombay. However soon after his
wife had a massive heart attack and passed away. The children were placed in a boarding. During
joy’s next vacation she got married and brought her with him to Sana'a.
Bobby took some more time to find a job. Finally he found it with the Karafi Engineers. After a few
years he however went back home to Elavumthitta and joined Susamma.
The next year I sponsered Boby (Alexander), Leelamma’s husband who was the Accountant in Mar
Ivanios College. He smoothly became part of the University of Sana'a Administration for two years.
Then he found himself a better placement with the United Nation Project. He was in Sana'a for over an
year after my leaving Sana'a. In fact he was able to liquidate my properties including the car when I
left Yemen. Leelamma being in the Postal Department did not join him till I left.
Another person who came under my sponsorship was Mr. Alex whom we had come to know in
Bangalore as part of the Evangelical Church. He was a Store Keeper and was easily placed with an
Engineering firm. After several years of service he returned to Bangalore.
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XV
THE FINAL CONFLICT

There is a clear dialectics in the approach of the Middle Eastern Life as the Islam took over the other
Semitic religions of Judaism and Christianity. The heritage of the people is clearly one of
Judeo-Christianity. As I have mentioned earlier Judaism and Islam are essentially of same
characteristics based on the strict law. What does the good book say? Whoever is against this will be
executed. The chosen people have the right to do that, because we are the hand of God. When
Christianity grew out of Judaistic religious law constraints into the freedom of the Spirit of God based
on the only definable character of God as love the people and the nature of the people who were
involved changed completely. Even when Islam took over and took the people back from the freedom
in the Spirit and the supremacy of the loving God, the basic nature of the people remained within this
superlative nature. As such we will find a dichotomy of forces within the country. As long as the
religious leadership and the fanaticism refrain from taking charge, the people of the Yemen are
superlative in their love and hospitality. This is true not only in Yemen, but also in all the other
countries where Christianity had their sway in the common man’s life before Islam. We were received
by the people into their houses with the affection that goes beyond description. Once the religious
fanatics take over, they have their sway.
The breaking point of my religious involvement came when one of my colleagues a Lecturer from
Egypt in the Department of Physics all of a sudden fell sick due to a severe Leukemia - the blood
cancer. He can constantly in mental desperation which increased with the anti-depressor drugs. One
day he came into my house and explained his situation to me. What he asked was to lay my hands on
him and pray for him. As a practicing Christian Pastor, I just did that in the name of Jesus. However
about a week later he registered into a nearby hotel and committed suicide by shooting himself. I
knew he had a gun and I did not expect this to happen that soon. When they went into his home to
pack up they found one of my Bibles with my name on it in his room. I have not given it to him since I
had been warned by the Minister of Interior against any such direct out reach. I am sure he took it from
my house during one of his visits without my knowledge.
This was immediately taken as an evidence of Evangelical Missionary activity. The next day I was
asked to see the Vice-Chancellor. The first thing the Vice-Chancellor did was to hand me over the
Bible to me and said that he wont be able to help me in any way as the Imams are other religious
authorities are involved. The only way out if I wanted to stay on was to simply declare the oath of
allegiance to Islam before two witnesses, which of course I rejected without giving any second thought.
They promised an honored placement within the University, if I conceded for that. My contract was
terminated and I was given thirty days of grace to leave the country.
After this meeting, I drove back home and met Ponnamma in the street below the house building and
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had to break the news to her. We stayed on the street and prayed over the matter committing the
future into His hands. Anil and Premu and all the children were with us at that time. Anil was planning
to go to America where he got his admission. American Embassy issued him a visa to enter America
as a student. Now that I didn’t have a job, the matter was in suspense. He went with the Preston’s to
England during the period of the decision making. Ponnamma and the rest of the children went back
to Bangalore. Later we cabled him to proceed to America with the assurance that the Lord will provide
for our every need according to his riches in glory. And He did.
I moved out of the University home to the home of Mr.Coats who was going on leave.
In those days contacting other countries required time. Mr. Lazar, our old friend was still the
Executive Director of the Air Cooler manufacturing firm. He had a fax machine. I faxed him my
application and he promptly printed it out and went to the Gezira University head quarters in Khartoum
and handed it over to the Registrar. I have mentioned that I will be glad to join if they can offer a
Professorship in Physics. Though a Professorship requires the Senate approval, the Vice Chancellor
immediately send be a telegram to join immediately and he will seek the Senate permission as they
meet a week later. This was a sudden jump from Senior Lecturer to Professorship. They were very
happy to have me as they knew me earlier, and my Ph.D being from the University of Khartoum
helped.
I handed over all my movable properties and the Car with Bobby to dispose off and left for Khartoum
within a week. I left behind Joy and his family and Bobby behind to take care of everything that I have
left behind. Even though as a Kuwait University employee, there is a sort of diplomatic immunity, as
long as the religious authorities are involved, every one including Indian Ambassador and the US
embassy recommended leaving Yemen as soon as possible. Thus ended the whirlwind six years of
Yemeni career.
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